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Deemed ‘astrology for businessmen’ for some, lauded as life-saving by others, the personality tests are a ‘springboard’ for people to think
about who they are ...

What personality are you? How the Myers-Briggs test took over the world
The study, which was carried out by Dr Robbie Love of Aston University, looked at how swearing has changed in casual British English
conversation over the past three decades.
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Use of swear words has declined by more than a QUARTER since the 1990s, study finds
Because of the pandemic the 19th Edgar Snow Symposium in Beijing next month will be held as an online event. "When the official channels
of diplomacy become obstructed by clamor and conflict, the work ...

A diamond hewn out of the snow
Tribalism and tribal identity will not take us anywhere. Look at the rest of the world where they are,” the Wisconsin State representative said
over the weekend at the Fulbe Africa Intercultural ...

Tribalism, tribal identity will not take us anywhere - Samba Baldeh
The Datareportal Digital 2021 Global Overview Report reveals a 14% growth in South African social media user numbers in ...

Brand by numbers: the data-driven art of social listening
It’s unfair when brands have to face the brunt of creatives they didn’t commission. Our guest author dissects a recent example.

Learning from Myntra’s experience: how a single graphic altered perception
Workplace diversity is more important than ever as job seekers, employees, vendors and consumers seek out organizations committed to
diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI).

Roundtable on Diversity in Recruiting and Hiring
What you learn at university, you’ll take out with you into the world. Learn how SFU's Work Integrated Learning team is championing justice,
equity, diversity and inclusion at SFU and beyond.

How SFU’s Work Integrated Learning EDI Team champions justice, equity, diversity and inclusion at SFU and beyond
Enter the world of dating apps used in China and hear the good, the bad and the ugly of dating app experiences.
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How Expats Navigate the Dating App World in China
As a child, illustrator Andrew Hammond sometimes felt like an outsider among his peers for not enjoying reading. He struggled to digest the
words on the page, wanting to visualise every moment as he ...

Extraterrestrial Life Lessons: Meet Spacekid Ilk Author Andrew Hammond
Katy Leung, MD, provides insight into the existing sex and gender differences between men and women with axial spondyloarthritis.

Sex and Gender Differences Among Patients With Axial Spondyloarthritis – An Interview With Katy Leung, MD
A new Research Project, Tackling Online Hate in Football, will explore the potential of digital technologies to transform the understanding of
online hate.

New Research Project tackles online hate in football
Fulbe Africa (FA), a Fulani cultural organization, Saturday 14th August 2021 organized an intercultural conference for Gambian cultural
groups at a local hotel in Senegambia, West Coast Region.

Gambia: Fulbe Africa Holds Intercultural Conference
Why Marketing is (Still) Sexist And How To Fix It.” In 2019, Jane Cunningham and Philippa Roberts — founders of a marketing consultancy —
were invited to a conference to speak about how the marketing ...

Yes, Marketing Is Still Sexist
Hempcrete furnishings and deliberately oversized clothes are among the projects in the Design Innovation Centre of Vilnius Academy of Arts
school show.

Fifteen design and fashion projects by students at Vilnius Academy of Arts
Signature Yashmagh is the brand aiming to redefine the perception of Emirati menswear in the region. Founded by three friends ...
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The homegrown label aiming to redefine the perception of Emirati menswear
Sources said the Taliban has cut off telephone and internet services in the area to stop internal communication between the forces ... “What
happened in 1996 changed my perception of the Taliban ...

Taliban Prep to Attack Panjshir, Snap Phone Lines to Block Communication Between Resistance Forces
A Huntly haulage firm has added to its fleet of HGV's but the new truck will stand out from the crowd with its tartan trim ...

Tartan livery gives Huntly haulage company's latest addition to its fleet a distinctive look
The shelf life for these products has also become very limited as they are constantly being replaced by new and improved versions of
themselves.
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